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From The President

Russ Kramer

As much as the Annual General Meeting is about
education, enjoyment and companionship, it’s also
the best opportunity for the Board of Directors and
Fellows Management Committee to meet in person
for important face-to-face policy discussion, and
present the ‘State of the Society’ to our members. I
am happy to report that our just-completed AGM
in Savannah wins high marks on all counts, and was in many attendee’s
opinions the most enjoyable and productive annual meeting in our history.
Last year’s in Sarasota was hard to top, but we just might have done it in
Savannah!

First, great planning and execution (thanks to Fern and Mike Karas), a
great turnout (36 members and 29 guests, plus several more for the Sunday
morning demonstration), a great venue (The Marriott Riverside) and great
weather all came together to make it a fun and informative few days. Besides
three days of great Southern meals and tours of the historic city, there were
several opportunities to share knowledge and insight with fellow marine
artists.
The Board met Friday morning, with ten members in attendance. Four of
them were ‘Skyped’ in via home computers in Maine, New York, California
and Washington, giving our meeting a very 21st century feel. Some important
new initiatives were discussed, and action plans approved, to explore and
address the following issues of importance to the future of ASMA:
• A succession plan for key members of the Board, as well as Executive
and other Committee heads;

• Developing new sources of revenue including corporate sponsorships
and grants, institutional memberships, Journal advertising, and the
investigation into the issues around generating revenue through the sale of
Members’ works;
• Opportunities to act as a conduit between Members and galleries
wishing to host ASMA ‘Invitationals’;
• On-line ‘virtual’ juried exhibitions of our Member’s works;

• Encouraging more volunteerism from within our membership.

The last one is as important to ASMA as any of them. As always at the
AGM, we are reminded how much it takes in time and effort to manage the
Society year-in and year-out, and how the burden continues to fall on such
a small group of stalwart volunteers. We have such a wealth of talent and
energy within the 530 Members of the Society, and hope that some of you
will come to realize the satisfaction of giving back to ASMA with your time
and effort. Please, if you are willing to pitch in, and think you can bring
something to our Exhibition, Finance, Promotion, Membership, Education,
Regional, By-Law, Annual Meeting or Nomination Committees, please
contact me directly at russ@russkramer.com. We’d love to have you on the
team!
Finally, we picked a venue for our 2012 AGM -- Mystic, CT., tentatively
scheduled for October 5-7. Look forward to seeing you here!
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A Word About
The American Society of
Marine Artists
The American Society of Marine Artists
is a non-profit organization whose
purpose is to recognize and promote
marine art and maritime history. We
seek to encourage cooperation among
artists, historians, marine enthusiasts and
others engaged in activities relating to
marine art and maritime history. Since its
founding in 1978, the Society has brought
together some of America’s most talented
contemporary artists in the marine art field.
✺
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Assorted Scuttlebutt
Robert Semler

robert@rcsemlerart.com

Welcome to the Fall issue of the ASMA
News & Journal. Fall for most... but here in
Florida it is still hot, hot, hot. I love living
here, but do miss the change of seasons
(within reason) and the colors. Hopefully
next year that will change as our AGM
Committee and Board of Directors have
chosen beautiful Mystic, CT as our next location.
This will again be a painless, short column. We have another
(although only 28 pages) tight issue packed with information and
interesting articles.
Don’t forget about the event, being held for artists and friends,
celebrating the 15th National Exhibition at the Cornell Museum of Art
and American Culture, Delray Beach, Florida, on Thursday evening,
December 1st, 6 pm to 7:30 pm. It would be great to see a large
representation of ASMA artists attending. See you there?
In order for this issue not to be held up any more than it was due to
the AGM falling on our publication deadline, and Phyllis and I taking
an extra two days “vacation” on Hilton Head Island before retuning,
there are only a few photos here that were taken at Savannah. Just to
give you an idea of what y’all missed and how much fun we had. I
plan on a fairly large spread in the Winter issue, when we will also be
publishing the minutes of the AGM for you to read and get to know
what we accomplished this year and our plans for the future. If you
are not able to make the 2012 AGM, your proxy will fill in for your
vote and approval of the minutes.
There are also a few photos from the 18th Annual Coos Bay
Maritime Exhibition, and I was informed that the photographer was
taken ill at the last moment, so, again, just a few are shown. Mainly
the prize winning paintings.
Please make sure you check out page 27 for the special member
pricing of our gorgeous 15th National color catalog, available now.
Members with art in the show will have received one free copy by
now, and there is special pricing for all.
You are also reminded on page 6 that it is that time of the year
for renewing membership fees. They are the same and have not been
increased from the last two years, so make sure you send in your
payment (either on-line or by mail) now so as not to lose your valued
membership in the Society.
Charlie Robinson has featured Signature Member Al Barnes in
his Notes From Brush Hill this issue. Al’s beautiful painting graces
the cover of our 15th National Exhibition catalog and this issue of the
ASMA News & Journal. A stunning painting!
Sculptor Kim Shaklee is featured in the “Fellows Corner” and
has an in-depth piece on the technique of enlarging a sculpture; Jon
Olson has a fascinating tale of the great storm of November 1966
regarding the City of Midland ferry, plus we have our usual columns.
Mike Killelea is filling in this issue for Charley Morgan’s Regional
Report, as Charley recoups from a bit of surgery. We wish him well
and a speedy recovery.
See you in 2012 with the Winter issue. Have a great Holiday!
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Membership
Information
NEW MEMBERS
Dawn Anderson
8990 Bay Colony Dr. #1402
Naples, FL 34108
Kathleen Carey
2 Dogwood Ln.
North Oaks, MN 55127
Randall Floyd
1415 E. Dunstan Dr.
Bloomington, IN 47401
Carol Griffin
232 County Creek Rd.
Macon, GA 31220
Janet King
215 North Ridgewood Dr.
Sebring, FL 33870
Robert Krainson
5391 Cape Rd.
Gillsville, GA 30543
Ana Lazovsky
21 Ahad Haam St.
Kadima, 60920
ISRAEL

Donna McGuinness
115 Crestwicke Trace NE
Atlanta, GA 30319
Sydney Hollis Sams
6086 Forsyth Rd.
Macon, GA 31210
Henry Pulkowski Jr.
8411 Juxa Dr.
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
Vadim Udalov
La Mar Gallery
Starokonnushenny Per., 2
Bldg. 3
Moscow, 119034
RUSSIA
Robin Rastall Wisse
13 Bash Rd.
Toms River, NJ 08753
DECEASED
Yves Parent
William H. Smith

In Memorium - Yves Parent • 1941 - 2011
Yves Parent, a native of France, graduated from Paris
University where he studied law and political science. A selftaught artist, he worked mainly in watercolors since the age
of 15. Yves, working from his 36-foot sloop, specialized in
watercolors depicting the shoreline. His works are shown in
major marine art galleries up and down the East Coast from
Annapolis to Camden, Maine.
An experienced sailor, he cruised extensively along the East
Coast and competed in several Fastnet Races. He crossed the
Atlantic six times, four times on his own, including two singlehanded passages from France to the West Indies. In 1981 &
1982, he crewed in the Round the World Whitbread Race and
had the rare opportunity to paint Cape Horn on location. Yves
divided his time between France and the Eastern seaboard of
the United States.

A NOTE ABOUT SHIPPING FOR THE 15TH NATIONAL
Strongboxes (or their cardboard equivalent) will be required
for all paintings in the 15th National. This does not apply to
sculpture or scrimshaw. We are negotiating, with what we
believe is, the sole manufacturer of strongboxes - they have
distributors that market the product under different names
- to get a significant discount for ASMA members. Updated
information will be coming in the next ASMA eNews.

Christine’s Log Book
Christine Diehlmann
diehlmannseaart@comcast.net

I spent this summer doing intense
research into the effects of sun,
wind and tide on the Mid-Atlantic.
Whee! Summer at the beach! The surf!
The sun! The beach! The fox! (The
fox!?) The Earthquake! The evacuation!
The duck! The hurricanes! It was not
an uneventful summer. Actually, most of June, July and August
were nice, calm and sunny. The ocean more closely resembled
the Chesapeake Bay than the Atlantic of late August and early
September. While everyone around us and those back home were
being drenched by rain, the prevailing weather trends pushed it
all back to the mainland. For those of you not acquainted with
the Bay, you need to know that the Chesapeake waters are mostly
known as the “Chesapeake Chop” That is, waves are present
in wind events but usually we have a uniform quality of short
choppy waves and not the long rollers of the ocean or smooth
currents of rivers.
The fox? There were
actually five of them, Mom,
Dad and five babies living
in our dune. Ocean City, MD
was one of the first cities on
the Atlantic Coast to embark
on a sand reclamation project
more than ten years ago. (We
don’t even want to talk about
Ocean City sentinal... our Red Fox
erosion on the West Coast.
Needless to say the project was worth every penny!) Originally,
we had the typical rock jetties reaching out into the water that
gradually collect the shifting sands. At the end of the jetty was a
piling marking the rocks in high tide. The piling has become our
present day sand marker. After the first project, the rocks were
completely obliterated and the six foot pole was covered with
sand with only about a foot exposed. From the pole stub, another
thirty feet of sand was added. It was a huge undertaking involving
the laying of pipe that extended throughout of the entire city wide
beach with various and sundry ships involved in the pumping
in of sand. Today, if the beach needs a boost from the off shore
sands, there is usually one ship and a pipe from it to the beach.
No fuss! No big deal! Actually, subsequent Northeasters have
built up the dunes way above the original fences. (Irene decreased
the sand in volume but not in area. Days later it was building up
again.) Part of the initial project built a low sand dune close to
the buildings lining the beach with a flat walkway between beach
proper and buildings. (It is now a favorite dog walking path when
the summer rules forbid dogs on the beach.)
Every so often there are inverted “V” shaped walkways to
the beach. The dunes are planted with sea grass and vegetation
to withstand erosion during storms. Some of the buildings were
built back a bit from their property lines, so they built their own
dunes behind the city dunes. Our building has quite a large
Continued on Page 22

News From The

Foc’s’le

Nancy Peach’s painting “Monday Morning” was accepted into
the Oil Painters of America’s 20th National Juried Exhibition held
at Devin Galleries in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho in June.
Nancy was also recently published in “Strokes of Genius”,Vol.
III, the Best of Drawing, by North Light Publications due out in
November, for a charcoal titled “The Nantucket”.
Signature Member, Kathryn McMahon, Michigan, was
fortunate to have a piece selected into the Show at Mountainsong
Galleries, Carmel-By-the-Sea in October. There were 1400 plus
entries and they selected 182.
Past President and Signature
Member Robert Semler was
presented with the “George
Gray Award for Artistic
Excellence” at the 2011 Coast
Guard Exhibition ceremony in
July at the Salmagundi Club,
New York City, for his painting
“Law Enforcement Training
- Station Cortez”. This is the
second time Bob has won this
prestigious award. He has
been a member of COGAP for
almost 30 years.

CG Vice-Commandant, Vice Adm. Sally BriceO’Hara and Claudia Seymour, President of the
Salmagundi Club, both jurors for the George
Gray Award for Artistic Excellence, stand in
front of Bob Semler’s award winning painting.
Right is Carol Kino, contributor to The New
York Times, who also served as a juror.

Signature Member, Hui
Lai Chong, is the first ASMA
member to have earned the “Three to Watch” status in Fine Art
Connoisseur magazine’s “Artists Making Their Mark; Today’s
Masters”. As quoted in the issue: ‘Chong has long been active
in art organizations such as the American Society of Marine
Artists. Another Signature Member of ASMA, Lisa Egeli, says
Chong “absorbs art instruction like a sponge,” which partly
explains Chong’s participation in
workshops led by senior masters
Nelson Shanks, David A. Leffel,
and Richard Schmid, whose Alla
Prima she consults often. “What I
learned in that short time with Mr.
Leffel had a very big impact,” says
Chong. “And when I presented
with his book An Artist Teaches,
I was surprised and pleased that
he signed it in Chinese!” Today,
whenever Chong realizes it’s not
easy to paint fulltime, she recalls
Leffel’s motto: “If it were easy, it
would not be fun!”’
“The Travelift” - Oil - Hui Lai Chong

Continued on Page 25
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See What Y’all Missed!

Our SOLD-OUT “Meet The Captain” Riverboat Cruise
at the Savannah, Georgia ANNUAL WEEKEND

Our 15th National Exhibition catalogs
are now available for a special “Members
Only” price, similar to the offer we made
with our previous 14th National catalog.
Please check out the offer on Page 31 for
all of the details. Act soon, since our 14th
National catalogs sold out quickly.

Also, don’t forget that if you
are in the Florida area on December 1st, the
ASMA
Cornell Museum of Art and American Culture
will be hosting it’s event for ASMA artists and
National
friends from 6pm to 7:30pm, in conjunction
Exhibition
with their annual Christmas Tree lighting
2011-2013
ceremony. This is prime season for Florida
bookings, so make your hotel reservations
early. There are hotels in Delray Beach,
but several ASMA members opted to stay at a Hampton Inn in
Boynton Beach, just 4.5 miles north of the Museum. Join Us!!!

15th

A few more photos from our Annual Weekend are on Page 26, thanks
Fern Karas, Anne Brodie Hill and Robert Semler. Most will appear in
the Winter Issue of the ASMA News & Journal

to

It’sThat Time of Year Again
Annual Membership FEES – 2012

• We encourage you to take advantage of paying on-line using any major credit card ... more than
3/4 of the membership did so in 2011.
• Pay On-line –
Just go to the ASMA website www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com, click on “Make Payments’ in the lefthand menu-list, fill in the blanks, then submit. Make other on-line payments at the same time, or separately:
contributions; purchase catalogs; pay Regional Exhibition image fees, etc.
• Pay by Check Of course, you can still pay by check if you prefer, or don’t have a computer. However, we are confident you
will appreciate the ease of the on-line payment feature.
• Either way, on-line or by check, Membership Fees are the same as for 2011

Fellow
$100.00

Signature Member
$85.00

Regular Member
$50.00

Student Member
$15.00

Membership Fees are payable by January 31st, 2012

If paying by check payable to ASMA), please send with this form, together with your check, to:
ASMA, PO Box 247, Smithfield, VA 23430
Those who have not paid their membership fees by March 31st, 2012, without good reason,
will be assumed to have resigned.
For re-instatement, Signature Members may be required to re-submit a portfolio for review.

Looking Forward To An Exciting Year Together
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Notes From
Brush Hill

by Charles Raskob Robinson
Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT

Sixteen years ago, this column first
appeared and for more than a decade it has
focused on what Society members have to
teach us by their life example, professional
techniques and approaches to art. This
interesting subject matter and its thorough
presentation and documentation in these
articles have prompted the Smithsonian,
the Library of Congress, the T. J. Watson
Research Library at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York, and many
other institutions to collect them for the
public and posterity. In order to enhance
the reading experience, matters related to
the story appear as footnotes (designated
numerically) at the bottom of the page
while references and credits appear as
endnotes (designated alphabetically) at the
close of the article.
In the last issue we met Signature
Members Cathy Ferrell, a sculptor who
works in bronze and stone and Bob Lagasse,
a sculptor whose medium is wood. Both
had very interesting life stories and offered
informative insights to their art. In this issue
we go about as far south as one can go in
Texas to meet an environmental artist, Al
Barnes, another Signature Member.

The Waterfowl, Fish, Sports
and Marine Artist
Al Barnes has been engaged in art just
about every one of his seventy-three years
and he has created art in so many different
fields that he is rightly viewed as a bird
artist, a fish artist, a sports artist, a landscape
artist and a marine artist.
A few facts drive home this point: He

“DECK WATCH ” • 30” x 40” • Oil on Canvas

was named the National Ducks Unlimited
Waterfowl “Artist of the Year” and twice
named the Texas State Ducks Unlimited
“Artist of the Year.” He has been the Coastal
Conservation Association “Stamp Artist”
and three times the Texas Saltwater “Stamp
Artist.” The National Ducks Unlimited
named him “Stamp Artist” and twice he
was the “Featured Banquet Artist” for the
International Game Fish Association. His
works hang in the permanent collections
of the National Wildlife Museum in
Jackson Hole, WY and the American
Museum of Fly Fishing in Manchester, VT.
Several magazines have featured his work:
Sporting Classics, Gray’s Sporting Journal,
Southwest Artist, Florida Sportsman,
Marlin Magazine, Artist Magazine, among
others.

ALVIN HANSON BARNES, JR.,
SIGNATURE MEMBER,
JOHNSON CITY, TX

WEB SITE: www.albarnes.com

He has a life-long love for wooden
boats, sailing and marine painting. His talent

www.americansocietyofmarineartists.com
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Notes From Brush Hill

as a marine artist has been recognized by
Mystic Seaport and earned him Signature
Membership in the American Society
of Marine Artists and, most recently,
the envied position of becoming the
branding artist for the Society’s 15th
National Exhibition - which means his
22” x 28”, oil on canvas painting of a
conch boat in Caribbean waters, titled
Hole Inspector, will be the marketing
image for the Exhibition over the next
two years. In addition to being the cover
story for this issue, it will be featured on
the cover of the 15th National Exhibition
Catalog, on the 15th National Exhibition
Poster and on the large 15th National
Exhibition Banner that will hang outside
each of the eight museums hosting this
show across the country.

Environmental Artist: His
Environments Shaped the Artist
“Most people are on the world, not
in it – have no conscious sympathy or
relationship to anything about them –
undiffused, separate and rigidly alone like
marbles of polished stone, touching but
separate.”
John Muir (1838 – 1914)
In spite of all of his impressive
credentials in these different fields of
painting, those who best know Al and his
work view him more as an exceptional
“environmental artist.” There are a couple
of meanings in using this word to describe
Al Barnes and some that first come to mind
may not be applicable. For example, he
is not focused politically on the climate,
global warming or pollution of the air
and oceans – at least not directly. Webster
defines “environment” in its broadest
sense as the “combination of external or
extrinsic physical conditions affecting and
influencing growth and development.”
While all artists are “environmental” to
some degree by this definition, in the case
of Al Barnes it is interesting to look at his
life through this lens for the conditions
which have surrounded him or which he
has chosen to surround himself with are far
from ordinary and have indeed “influenced
his growth and development” as an artist
more than most.
Yes, he is appreciative, respectful and
loves the environment – this is obvious
in his paintings and the awards he has

8
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“INCOMING” • 24” x 36” • Oil on Canvas

received for successfully celebrating it in
so many different ways. But Al was born
and raised in south Texas and has lived in
its demanding surroundings of heat and
hurricanes all his life. During one of my
interviews, I asked about his new home
in Johnson City well inland in south Texas.
Tired of doing battle with hurricanes for
thirty years in the Gulf coast town of
Rockport – also in south Texas, he moved
in May of this year to higher and drier
ground. This was an appropriate question
since the national weather authorities just
declared that Texas has suffered the greatest
heat for the longest time of any state in
recorded history. Looking out of his studio
window, he answered my question and said
that although he loves to paint outdoors,
his air-conditioned studio is a much more
productive place to work. He noted that
the heat combined with a severe draught
has been deadly – north of him an area
nearly the size of Connecticut has burned
with great loss of property and over 1,500
homes. As he was describing the hot, dusty
scene of dry withered vegetation outside
his studio window, he interrupted himself
to say, “There goes another of those wild
boars, after my birdfeeder. I plugged two
of them earlier but more keep coming.” I
asked what he did with their 200-pound
carcasses and he said he simply drags
them down to the streambed “where only
the bones remain the following morning.”
Continuing in almost a parenthetical tone,
he finished with, “And I had to put a hole in
a rattlesnake the other day on a path outside
the house.” To use John Muir’s quote, Al is
very much “in” his world and has been

“in” his previous worlds living
and working on the Gulf coast,
traveling to remote wildernesses
as far away as Alaska and
sailing the wide breadth of the
Caribbean Sea and the Western
Atlantic for many years.
“Long before I was
born,” Al recounts, “my father
and uncle had a fish house
in Port Isabel, just north of
Brownsville, the southernmost
part of Texas. Called the ‘Moon
and Crescent,’ it was a place
that received fish from the
boats, iced them and shipped
them to cities in Texas. Photos
taken at that time show blunt
ended, flat bottom, gaff rigged
scows, used for gill netting and hauling. But
my family moved inland a bit to Cuero after
a hurricane blew the fish house away even
though my uncle tied it down with lines over
the roof secured to large ship anchors.” Al
was born in Cuero on November 21, 1937
to Alvin Hanson Barnes, Sr. and Anita Maria
Wiekel and found three sisters waiting to
greet him: Verda, Delores and Sandra. His
father was the treasurer for the county and
ran a café in Cuero during WWII. “After the
War, my family moved back to Port Isabel
and I attended elementary and high school
in Los Fresnos, a nearby town, graduating
in 1956. At that time Port Isabel consisted
of a couple of stores, two cafes, a pool hall,
a few fish houses and a lighthouse, flanked
by the only two paved streets in town. There
were two ferry boats making daily trips to
South Padre Island and the captain of one
of he vessels would let me ride for free and
even steer and throw the dock lines at times.
I was hooked . . . It was the nautical life for
me! The rest of my time was spent poking
around the waterfront and shrimp docks.
In addition to my love of the sea, I always
knew I was going to be an artist, having
been drawing long before I started school. I
sold my first painting, a sloop, when I was
in the sixth grade.”
“This talent was not foreign to my
family – especially on my father’s side,
so my aspiration to be an artist was not
resisted. While in high school I did sign
painting for the docks at Port Isabel as well
as some paintings, selling some works to a
motel for three dollars each. I also worked
for an early TV station, KGBT, creating

visuals and all of the very basic stuff needed
in those early days of live black and white
television production. All of this reinforced
and validated my determination to be an
artist for it enabled me to be one of the
very few in my class (of 35) to have a car.
I survived my teens and made the decision
to go to the University of Texas in Austin to
study art, not because they had a fine art
school, but because they were supposed to
have a good football team. We lost all but
one game.”
Barnes readily agrees that his
environment and his own nature made
him the artist he is. “At one point in my
art education at the University of Texas, I
decided to explore becoming a commercial
artist so I went to Los Angeles and looked
at what the art schools there had to offer. I
was fortunate, for I decided to return home
to continue studying art and art history at
‘Texas.’ It did me a lot of good. It even gave
me an appreciation for abstract art and I
probably would have been good at it - but
I wasn’t wired that way.”
In his second year at “Texas,” he met
Nanci Schabberhar, an incoming freshman
from New York whose father, in the
magazine distribution business, had moved
his family to Alice, a booming town just
west of Corpus Christi. As home to over a
hundred different oil field companies, Alice
was known as “Hub City.”1 Al remembers
first laying eyes on Nanci. “She was good
looking - exotic – and when I first saw
her, she was up a tree modeling clothes
for the Texas Ranger Magazine. I pursued
her but, finding Texas too hot and full of
cactus, she was determined to return to
New York. However, I convinced her to stay
and a year later when she had finished her
sophomore year and I my junior we married
in Brownsville on August 28, 1959.”
(Footnotes)

The choice of this name, Alice, provides a window into some
interesting Texas history. In 1883 a depot was established at the
junction of the San Antonio and Aransas Railroad and the San
Diego and Rio Grande Railway and given the name Bandana. It
soon became a thriving cattle-shipping point. When the residents
applied for a post office under the name of Kleberg in honor of
Robert Justus Kleberg (1853 – 1932), it was denied for the name
had already been given. So they opted to name the town after his
wife, Alice. Kleberg was a Texan, graduated from the University
of Virginia and served as legal counsel to the cattleman Captain
Richard King who had at that time had amassed the 600,000 acre
King Ranch in south Texas. Kleberg then married his daughter,
Alice Gertudis King, took over management of the ranch upon the
death of Richard King in 1885 and grew it to one of the largest in
the world, over 1,300,000 acres. But what makes this a real “Texas
Tale” is the fact that later oil was discovered under those acres.

1
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Notes From Brush Hill

“BLUE SMACK” • 30” x 40” • Oil on Canvas

“As a newly married man, I had a
whole new view about the attraction of
commercial art so I left the University with
my bride and we moved to Dallas where
I worked in an art studio for a year and
then was an art director for an agency for
a year or two before freelancing – working
for Neiman Marcus for a period of time. I
even went to New York City for a couple
of months to investigate commercial
art possibilities there but was told that I
‘drew too well’ so I returned to Texas and
finished my university studies, earning
a BFA in 1966, and I intended to get my
masters degree in order to teach. However
the first boss I had when I moved to Dallas
and worked for an art studio contacted
me and asked me to help him on a large
commission - a 124-foot mural, the Miracle
of Pentecost. I agreed so we went back
to Dallas; the mural took three years to
complete. Although it was destroyed by fire
three years ago, it was an important chapter
in my life for it was lucrative and enabled
us to buy a house and get established
financially. During these years Nanci had
been quite busy with our first son, Collin
who had arrived in 1960 when we first
moved to Dallas, and she pursued her own
artistic career, continuing her studies in
ceramics at the Dallas Museum of Fine Art.”

Al had continued to paint throughout these
years in Dallas and Nanci was successfully
developing her own niche as a ceramic
artist.
Al had never lost his love for the sea
and welcomed the opportunity to visit his
in-laws who had retired from Alice to the
coastal community of Ingleside located on
the north shore of Corpus Christi Bay – a
town of less than ten thousand, a good part
of whom were personnel at the Naval Station
located there. During one such visit, they
found a “shack” in Ingleside on the Bay and
bought it. Al renovated it and it served as a
place to escape to from Dallas. “Eventually,
after thirteen years away from the coast, I
was ready to move back.” That wasn’t the
only change for about the same time their
second son, Thad, arrived in 1969. But the
following year there was another arrival
who was not so welcomed. Her name was
Celia. She showed up on August 3, 1970
as a category-three hurricane and took their
roof with her as she left, forcing the young
family temporarily back to their house in
Dallas which they fortunately had not sold.2
But Al soon had repaired it and they moved
back. Eventually they sold their house in
Dallas and built a new one in Rockport, a
coastal community ten miles to the north in
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Aransas County that is proud of its artistic
community and the Art Colony that has
existed in the County since the late 1800’s.
A new life began for the husband and wife
artists. They had separate studios and their

in Texas and elsewhere. I addressed my
desire to get back on the water with a series
of boats that began with a humble Sunfish
and progressed to a Catalina, an Alberg, a
Morgan 34, a Mariner 31, an Erickson, a

record their way of life, native boats and the
waterfront, as they had existed for hundreds
of years. Those images are still the source
of many paintings today. Now fiberglass
and plywood has changed the craft of boat
building forever and souvenir shops have
replaced the conch and fish markets along
the waterfront. I am reminded of all of this
daily as I look at the fourteen foot dugout
canoe that I brought back from Central
America and hung on my studio wall.”
Al has no doubt that he would be a
different kind of a painter if he had lived
in New England and painted the coasts,
waters and vessels of that region. “I did
spend some time up there, fascinated with
the America’s Cup races. And I had a Texas
friend who had a good deal of pull so he
arranged exceptional viewing of the races
for me and I did a number of paintings
based on this and showed in Mystic. But I
realized there was a lot of talent up there, so
I returned to my roots.”

“CARIBBEAN” • 38” x 52” • Oil on Canvas

own galleries to represent them. Nanci’s
career led to major commissions for private
installations and public ones such as the
Corpus Christi Public Art Program as well
as exhibitions at the Dallas Museum of Art
and the Houston Center for Contemporary
Craft. Her thirty-year career in Rockport was
recognized in 2007 when she was chosen
as the Rockport Art Festival Poster Artist.3
“Our life in Rockport began in
1976,” Al recounts, “and my career as an
environmental artist really developed after
that. Friends and collectors began to invite
me to join them on hunting and fishing trips

Cape Dory, a Ferrier trimaran (that I built
over a period of five years) and a Willard
Vega 36 trawler.4 I had taken some trips to
the Bahamas and crewed on several boats
between New England and the Caribbean,
between Texas and Florida and between
Florida and Belize. I managed to get two
of my boats to the Bahamas as well. In
any case, when I saw the clear turquoise
water of the Caribbean, I knew what was
going to be my favorite subject matter
the rest of my life. I was fortunate to visit
many places in Central America and the
Caribbean before cruise ships and tourists
overran them. Consequently I was able to

Had he known Al Barnes, the naturalist
and champion of the environment, John
Muir, would have readily agreed that Al
was one of those rare people who was “in”
the world, not just “on” it and would offer
him as an example of what he meant when
he said, “In every walk with nature one
receives far more than he seeks.” Clearly
the many environments of Al Barnes shaped
the artist.

The Environmental Artist: The Artist
Renders His Environments
“There is delight in the hardy life of the
open. There are no words that can tell the
hidden spirit of the wilderness, that can
reveal its mystery, its melancholy, and its
charm.”
President Theodore Roosevelt (1858 –
1919)
More than most artists, Al Barnes has

(Footnotes)

Celia was the costliest disaster in Texas history up to that time. It
caused about three billion dollars in damage (in current dollars),
killed fifteen and injured 466. It was the last major hurricane
to hit Corpus Christi directly. Following the storm, insurance
companies refused to write policies for the coast so Texas created a
special insurance entity to do so.
3
Given the high heat of her kilns and the potential fire hazards
created by the high temperatures and drought, Nanci has yet to
begin operation at her new studio in Johnson City.
4
Many of these boats are legends themselves. For instance,
when Frank Butler (b. 1928) built his first Catalina in North
Hollywood, CA in 1969 he thought this cabin sloop would be
a success if he built a hundred of them over time. Six years later
2
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hull number 5,000 was completed and in the meantime he had
introduced the Catalina 27 and 30. Other models would follow,
the 28, 37 and 42. The many tens of thousands of Catalinas that
have been built are a testimony to its popularity over the decades.
Another was the Alberg, named after the prolific Swedish-born
American yacht designer Carl Alberg (1900 – 1986). Pearson
Yachts built many thousands of these. Alberg’s many plans are
now in the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, MA. (This museum,
incidentally, hosted one of the ASMA National Exhibitions
decades ago).
And then there is the colorful, dynamic and gifted Charley
Morgan, creator of Morgan 34 Barnes owned. Years ago when
Morgan was under full sail in his career, Red Marston, who

covered boating subjects for the St. Petersburg Times in Florida,
described him as, “a vibrant young man who is so tense with
ideas, thoughts, philosophies, ambitions and self-improvement
projects that on a clear, quiet night you can almost hear him hum
as though he were a human generator, which, indeed, he seems
to be.” (Quoted from “The Unsinkable Charley Morgan” written
by Cindy Goebel for Southwinds magazine.) Full disclosure
here: Charley is a member of ASMA and Chairman of Regional
Activities for the Society and is constantly demonstrating his
“generator power” in his full reports in this magazine about what
is going on in the four Regions of ASMA.

placed himself in environments that did
affect him and his work. But this same
experience, when combined with his lifelong (and long life) pursuit of art and his
demonstrated talent and skills as an artist,
enabled him to become an artist who
stood apart in being able to render the
environment – whether land or marine –
above or below the surface of the water.
So, in this different sense, he is also an
environmental artist. Whereas the friend
of John Muir, Teddy Roosevelt, a leading
American conservationist and protector
of the environment, said, “There are no
words that can tell the hidden spirit of
the wilderness,” Al Barnes’s paintings are
“worth more than a thousand words” for
they do tell.
The prestigious Meredith Long and
Co., founded in Houston in 1957, was
one of the first art galleries in the nation to
champion the rebirth of interest in 19th and
20th century American Art. The gallery has
hosted important exhibitions of paintings by
Childe Hassam, Frederic E. Church, Mary
Cassatt, and dealt with wildlife and nature
painters of similar stature such as Ogden
M. Pleissner (1905 – 1983) and Winslow
Homer (1836 – 1910). In an interview,
owner and founder Meredith Long noted
that the contemporary artists he represents
in this field such as Al Barnes have to come
up to the standards of these past masters.
I’ve known Al for at least thirty years and
have admired his work longer than that. I
am seduced by how good he is in expressing
what he has to say in his paintings; they
make the most eloquent statements about
the environments and subjects he presents.”
Meredith, like many in Texas, takes
advantage of the rich diversity the southern
Gulf coast and the inland “Hill Country”
has to offer in hunting and fishing and he
often invites Al to join him and his fellow
sportsmen. “As a result, Al has seen and
been able to paint some very remote places.
On our birding trips we use guns while
Al uses cameras. He is a terrific human
being in addition to being an exceptional,
professional artist. He is a quiet, observing,
introspective and thinking guy. He gets
along very well. The southern coast offers
great sports fishing – from marlin to
swordfish. The continental shelf goes out a
dozen miles or more with a depth of only
ten fathoms or so. We have fished there
many times together and I have watched
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him study the environment, try to figure
out how to capture the light of a sunrise
or the play of light on fish through the
water.” ASMA Fellow and internationally
recognized sculptor of marine life, Kent
Ullberg, has his winter home in Corpus

organization of its kind. Al Barnes had
become close friends with Fondren and was
involved in the campaign “Save the Redfish”
which launched the whole undertaking.
Al recalls, “Commercial overfishing with
gill nets was decimating the redfish and

“SHATTO BEACH” • 24” x 36” • Oil on Canvas

Christi and has often fished these same
waters with Al.
Al had another fisherman friend of longstanding, the late Walter William Fondren,
III (1936 – 2010), grandson of Walter
Fondren, Sr. who founded the Humble Oil
Company in 1911. Al played football in
high school and, as noted, decided to go
to the University of Texas for its reputation
in football. (Texans say, “Religion is second
in importance only to football.” It is a very
important part of society there.) Although his
football experience turned out to be poor,
that of upper classman Walter Fondren, III
was stellar as halfback and quarterback for
the University of Texas Longhorns in the
mid-Fifties. Walter graduated with a BS in
geology – the credentials expected for an
oilman, but his real interest was in fish and
coastal marine life. By 1977 this led him
and a dozen other concerned fishermen
to establish the Gulf Coast Conservation
Association. He was the founding chairman
and oversaw its growth over the years as it
expanded, changed its name to the Coastal
Conservation Association and spread to
seventeen coastal states from Texas to
Maine and into the Pacific Northwest. Its
breath and depth of volunteer involvement
makes it the largest marine conservation

the speckled trout populations. This is a
practice of indiscriminately catching all fish
by using a net with openings large enough
for the fish to enter the fabric of the net but
the fish are unable to extricate themselves
from it because their gills catch them. The
Association was able to get a Texas law
passed to address gill netting and name
redfish, bill fish and others as ‘game fish,’
off limits for commercial fishermen. That
led to a lot of complaining by those affected
until they realized that they could earn
three times as much serving as guides for
sports fishermen - and that they smelled a
lot better.”
Meredith Long has seen Al’s work
evolve over the decades. “His skill as an artist
has always been there but subtle changes
occur as time goes on and he is more and
more successful in portraying the settings,
subjects and environments he experiences.
I am very pleased to see him on the ASMA
15th National Exhibition Catalog cover
and receive this recognition from such a
respected national organization. Museums
in Texas in particular should be interested
in collecting Barnes paintings because the
country and marine environments he has
known and rendered so well are rapidly
changing. These were lands once identified
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as the “Great American Desert” in early
19th Century maps and during our lifetimes
have been held as vast tracks by ranchers.

married doctors.” Both live in Austin. Collin
graduated from the University of Texas,
works as a computer expert on a contract

“MEAL TICKET” • 24” x 36” • Oil on Canvas

These guys will be history in fifty years much
like the ports and craft of the Caribbean Al
has painted already are. So, in this sense,
Al’s paintings are not only beautiful works
of art but are history for they make a very
valuable contribution in documenting
our present age just as Winslow Homer,
Frederic Sackrider Remington (1861 –
1909), Charles Marion Russell (1864 –
1926), Ogden Minton Pleissner and others
did in their time.”

The Artist, His Evolving Heroes
and His Advice for Young Artists
Although both Al and Nanci are
artists, neither their sons Collin nor Thad
are. Al proudly says, “Both of our boys
(Footnotes)

In addition to the Meredith Long & Co. gallery in Houston
(www.meredithlonggallery.com), he has the Gallery of
Rockport in Rockport, TX (www.thegalleryofrockport.com),
the Collectors Covey in Dallas (www.colectorscovey.com), the
Sportsman’s Gallery in Atlanta, GA (www.sportsmansgallery.
com), and the J. Russell Jinishian Gallery in Fairfield, CT (www.
jrusselljinishiangaller.com).
6
The Schmid palette can be quite large but here are some of the
basics: cadmium lemon, cadmium yellow pale, cadmium yellow
deep, yellow ochre pale, cadmium red, terra rosa, transparent oxide
red, alizarin permanent, viridian, cobalt blue light, ultramarine
deep and titanium white.
7
Actually, the Society’s founder, Charles J. Lundgren, and Earl
Evers lived nearby here in Litchfield County, CT so I was able to
know them both.
5
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basis for IBM and married Indu Gupta,
M.D. She is a pediatrician, which is a good
thing because they are expecting twins in
next February. Thad graduated from Baylor
University in Waco, TX, works at Charles
Schaub, married Robin Benson, Ph.D. and
they have two children - a son, ten, and a
daughter, seven. Robin has a doctorate in
anthropological archeology from Brandeis
University outside of Boston, MA and works
as a site analyzer.
Turning to his art, Al says, “Most of
my work is done in the studio. I do enjoy
plein air painting and sketching but most
of the time it’s just too damn hot to go
outside. We’ve had temperatures of 100
degrees plus for thirty-four days in a row
now. I work in oil primarily, with some
watercolor and pastel. I have five galleries,
three in Texas, one in Atlanta and one in
Connecticut and they keep me fairly busy.5
I do some commission work but prefer to
do what feels right. I always thought it was
funny that when doing a commission of a
one-design race, the dude commissioning
the painting would naturally want to be in
first place. My next question would be,
‘Who do you want in second, third and
fourth?’ That’s where the rub is. Sometimes

I would get calls in the middle of the night,
changing the order of sail numbers. Luckily
I have fallen in with a couple of deeppocket Texans who love to fly fish. Those
relationships have lead to a number of
trips from South American to Alaska and a
bundle of water related subject matter.”
“My paintings usually originate with
the thought, ‘I need to paint some water.’ I
say that because painting water makes me
feel good and I know that if I do it well,
that feeling will transfer. I have tried many
times to start out with a subject, and paint
around it, but it just doesn’t work for me.
I prefer to start out with the sea/landscape
and see what appears in it along the way.
Sometimes birds fly in, sometimes boats
float in, sometimes both. Even if a have
great info on a native dugout or a smack
boat and I know it will find its way into the
painting, I have to start with its environment
first. That’s what I like about marine art.
Events happen at a slower pace - you have
time to see them. I have some sporting
artist friends whose painting events take
place in seconds: The quail is flying away;
the deer running away; and the marlin in
leaping out of the sea. As all ASMA artists
know, ‘fast’ is not a word usually associated
with marine art. On any one of the boats
I have owned over the years, if I saw the
water rushing by the rail at anything over
seven knots, I would turn to my guest and
crew and announce, ‘We are screaming.’
You can imagine the response.”
His palette, not surprisingly, changes
with his very different environments. “When
painting in the Bahamas or in Caribbean
waters I can’t live without cobalt turquoise
and phthalo green. But here in Texas, we
have a lot of hot, bleached out colors so
raw umber, yellow ochre and mars black
are major players on my palette, along with
the Richard Schmid palette.6
Art heroes appeared early in his life
and changed in importance as he matured
and his environments changed. “My first
hero appeared when I was four or five. He
was a cousin who was a bit older and had
artistic talent. Although he did not pursue
art in later life, he got me to realize at an
early age that I wanted to be an artist when
I grew up. In college I started latching onto
Impressionism and Abstract Expressionism
– but nobody in particular. When I began
my professional life my focus turned to

John Singer Sargent (1856 – 1925), William
Merritt Chase (1849 – 1916), Oscar Claude
Monet (1840 – 1926), Edgar Degas (1834 –
1917), Pierre Bonnard (1867 – 1947) who
became my big heroes. But my home and
life had always been on the water so one
day when I ran across a book by Carl Evers
(1907 – 2000), I became fascinated by how
brilliantly he did water. Later in life when I
began to spend a great deal of time sailing
from the Bahamas to Belize, I came to have
a great appreciation for Homer’s works,
especially those he did in the Bahamas.”
Although Carl Evers was never a formal
member of ASMA according to the Society’s
records, his presence and ability permeated
the small, select world of those who did
found the Society and his reputation within
the Society is rightfully legendary.7 But
two ASMA Fellows do rank among Barnes’
heroes. Al saw his first work by Christopher
T. Blossom (b. 1956), while aboard a 127’
yacht that belonged to a Texas oilman friend
on a trip to fish in Alaska. “I have seen many
of his works since and I believe that Chris
Blossom is the best colorist around. And my
other ASMA hero is Don Demers (b. 1956)
who does really fine seascapes. With those
guys up there in the Northeast, I feel I have
a lot more elbow room down here in Texas.”
Al also holds in high regard Thomas
Aquinas Daley who was born in the
same year Al was (1937) and who shares
interest in many of the same subjects and
environments. Daly was educated as a
graphic artist at the University of Buffalo
and spent his early career in commercial
printing business. He left to pursue art
full time and has appeared in many of the
same publications Al has been in and has
written two books: Painting Nature’s Quiet
Places in 1985 and The Art of Thomas
Aquinas Daly: The Painting Season in
1998. Another artist Al admires is a good
deal younger, John Felsing, born in 1954
and living in Michigan. After attending
the University of Michigan in East Lancing
where he studied zoology, he went to work
as an illustrator for the publications of the
Battle Creek Zoo and then the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources. Now a
full time artist, he paints native birds and
nature scenes in Michigan. His nature
works are rich and peaceful and evidence
an ability to render his local environment at
any time of day or night. “All that one can
do with painting,” he says, “is attempt to
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release your emotional response to nature.”
It is easy to see why Al views these two as
heroes when you see their work.

Advice for Young Artists
Given Al’s rich and varied life as an
artist, I asked him what advice he would
give to someone fifty years his junior and
just starting out. He said, “We all owe a lot
to art history and the artists who have gone
before us. Take what they
have to offer in their works.
Go to museums and study
them. See how they did
what they did. Ask why
they did it that way and
what inspired them. Study
their composition and how
they applied the paint to
the canvas. What were
they trying to achieve? You
can learn a lot by asking
yourself questions and
looking at work by the
masters. The older I get, the
more I realize how much
we owe to art history.”

A Final Story Tying It All
Together:
The Hole Inspector
“Every now and then, I wonder among
sketches and photographs I keep in my
studio for I find that one looks at things
slightly differently with experience and
time. I found a slide I took in the ’Sixties
in the Bahamas of a colorful conch boat in
Nassau Harbor. I had never used it before
but now I saw promise. I did a couple
sketches in watercolor but they did not have
the punch I was looking for. So I turned to
oils – my usual medium – but blocked in
the water and boat with acrylic thinned
with Liquin on primed, non-toned canvas.
This I wiped off lightly with paper towels
before I began to apply the oil paints. I
know some say this should not be done but
it works for me and I have been doing it for
over thirty years.”
“I continued my usual way - I painted
the beautiful turquoise water first to
provide a setting a boat to appear. Then
a boat with great lines drifted into place.
The conch shells showed up on deck as I
remember seeing them on past trips. Then
the egret flew in. He changed positions
several times, first just standing on deck,

then hopping inside the hole looking out
and finally hopping back up on the deck
looking down to inspect the hole. The small
snapper taking refuge under the hull were
the last thing to appear. Then there was the
mooring to deal with. I recalled seeing a
natural pole driven into the sea floor and
a boat tied to it in Central American waters
and that seemed to work perfectly here.
Just about the only thing that I did not draw

“HOLE INSPECTOR” • 28” x 22” • Oil on Canvas

from my experience in past environments
was the decision to do the painting.” That
decision resulted from his determination to
paint a winner in hopes of having it juried
into the ASMA 15th National Exhibition.
He had just learned his work was accepted
when Russ Kramer, President of ASMA,
called to say that he had been chosen as the
branding artist for what is the Society’s most
ambitious and largest National ever. “That,”
Al said, “was a big surprise.”

Charles Raskob Robinson is
a Fellow of the Society. He
paints at Brush Hill, a studio
built in 1752, located in
Washington, CT and formerly
owned by Connecticut
and New Mexico artist
Eric Sloane. Some of
Charlie’s work may be seen
on his website at: www.
brushhillstudios.com.
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WAR
OF
1812
Project
Editors Note: The War of 1812 Project
continues to pick up steam as we go forward,
working with a growing number of participants
who promise some exciting things in the future
for this historic project. We have reprinted this
article to keep you informed.

UPDATE & STATUS REPORT: A CALL
FOR 1812 ART BY ASMA ARTISTS
As explained in the last issue of ASMA
News & Journal (See the ASMA web site for
a copy if you don’t have one - pages 1617), the ASMA Exhibition Committee has
been working on a project to celebrate the
Bicentennial of the War of 1812 using a
new and exciting approach for the Society
- a dedicated web site. Key to its success
will be participation of ASMA artists who
have created or will create scenes of
the War that can be used to illustrate the
storyline of the War. If this is you, please
read this carefully for it offers exceptional
opportunities to have your work seen over
an extended period of time by potentially
tens of millions of viewers.
WWW.WAROF1812ILLUSTRATED.ORG

THE CONCEPT
The concept is simple. The web site
will have a concise storyline; this will be
the chronological history of events leading
up to the War, starting from the Quasi War
of 1798 – 1800, going through the Barbary
Wars of the early Eighteen Hundreds and on
to the War itself which began in the middle
of 1812 and lasted until early 1815. Three
faculty members of the History Department
of Temple University in Philadelphia,

The USS Constitution • John Stobart
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Professor Seth Bruggeman, Christopher
Golding and Joshua Wolfe, are writing the
narration and they have completed the first
draft.

There will be two sources of images to
“illustrate” this storyline: art and scrimshaw
by ASMA artists and art and artifacts from
the permanent collections of select sister
institutions. These include the United States
Navy as well as museums and historical
societies here in the United States, in
Canada and in the United Kingdom (the
three participants in the War). Under the
direction of Mike Killelea, and with the
assistance of a number of ASMA members,
discussions with sister Canadian museums
and historical societies are progressing
nicely. As to the United Kingdom, the
Committee decided to start at the top and
got formal introductions to the Director
of the British National Maritime Museum
in Greenwich, England. We are pleased
to report that they have opened their very
considerable permanent collection to us
for use on the web site. 1812 Committee
members Patrick O’Brien and Mike Killelea
have been sifting through the collection for
appropriate images. With the assistance
of other ASMA members residing in the
UK, we are now approaching other sister
institutions there.
WWW.WAROF1812ILLUSTRATED.ORG

THE HOMEPAGE

Emphasizing
the
international
dimension of the new web site – the war,
after all, was fought in Canada as well as
the United States and in British, Canadian
and American waters in addition to the high
seas of the Atlantic and Pacific – and paying
tribute to the two hundred years of strong
bonds that have allied the three participants
following the War, Mike Killelea has
designed a striking home page using
abstractions of their three flags as a banner
and featuring in the center a single image
that will be periodically changed during
the Bicentennial to reflect developments of
the War two hundred years earlier. As the
body of the web site gets fleshed out, there

will be further refinements on the home
page but the goal will remain the same: A
striking presentation that invites a viewer
to enter and see the changes in the web site
that will occur throughout the three year
period of the War.

A Project of the American Society of Marine Artists

1812 Website Home Page image,
The USS Constitution vs. HMS Macedonian ©Patrick O’Brien

The new web site will be “dynamic”
and evolve and change over its projected
three to four year life span. This will allow
us to highlight with supplemental narrative
and images events as they happened two
hundred years before. It also gives our
artists more time to paint various scenes
in the course of the next three years for
use on the web site. A very important
consideration ASMA members should
bear in mind is the simple fact that the
Committee only wants an image of your
work, not the original. Moreover, although
the Society as a 501.C.3 organization
does not commercially promote members’
work, the obvious cannot be overlooked.
As the media pick up on the War and as
considerable celebrations occur from
Canada to the Gulf of Mexico during the
three year period, the image of your work
on our web site, coupled with contact
information that will be in the web site,
could well find a collector for the original
if it is not first sold to another buyer while
displayed in a gallery. And remember,
artists almost always retain the copyright to
their work so, even if the original has been
sold, the artist can use the image on the

1812 web site.
The Committee can provide to
interested ASMA members a large
spreadsheet that documents the battles
leading up to and throughout the War,
the ships that participated, the names
of their commanders, and the location
of the encounters. The Committee can
also provide another spreadsheet that
inventories the paintings (ships, battles,
location, etc.) already submitted by ASMA
artists. This way any member interested in
working on new work over the next three
years can make a sound determination
about just when it will be needed (no later

“H.M.S. ONTARIO Departing Ft. Niagara, Oct. 31, 1780”
Bob Averill

than 200 years from the date of the event)
and what it should be (something not
already well represented in our inventory).
As this article goes to press, ASMA
artists continue to submit paintings.
So far we have no scrimshaw so you
schrimshanders please submit images of
your relevant work as well. Over the years
there have been some stunning scrimshaw
pieces rendering the heroes and ships of
that era – works that would make a fine
addition to the web site. As to subject
matter, not surprisingly we have some
redundancy of famous single ship sea battles
but do have an encouraging geographic
representation of depicted events – from
the Med (Barbary Wars), to the Atlantic
(frigate engagements), to the Caribbean
(Quasi War), to the Chesapeake Bay, to the
Great Lakes and Lake Champlain, and even
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to the Pacific. But the Committee could use
many additional works and they need not
be naval fighting ships but could be port
scenes of the time, merchant ships of the
era, and the various land engagements.

Members of the Committee are
having promising discussions with wellknown and respected authors, lecturers
and experts on the War. Of particular note
is William H. White, an award winning
author and historian who has specialized
in American maritime heritage in the age of
sail for most of his adult life. A Navy officer
with three years experience in Vietnam and
with first hand experience sailing all sorts
of vessels – from square riggers to racing
craft, he brings to his writing the knowledge
and experience that make his sea fiction
books come alive. He has written a War
of 1812 Trilogy (A Press of Canvas; A Fine
Tops’l Breeze; and The Evening Gun, all
published by Tiller Publishing in 2000
– 2001) as well as one about Stephen
Decatur’s exploits in the Barbary Wars, The
Greater Honor, published by Cumberland
House Publishing in 2008. But he also
writes history and serves as the Chair of
the National Maritime Historical Society’s
Committee for the Commemoration and
Bicentennial of the War of 1812 and
the Star Spangled Banner. He has been
writing an engaging series of articles for
the National Maritime Historical Society’s
magazine, Sea History, that give an
historical accounting of specific 1812 naval
engagements. The most recent of these,
illustrated by ASMA Signature Member
Patrick O’Brien and other historical artists,
appears in the current issue and is entitled
The War of 1812: USS United States vs.
HMS Macedonian, 25 October 1812.
He has written a book that will be
available this December published by the
National Maritime Historical Society Sea
History Press entitled Our Flag Was Still
There: The Sea History Press Guide to the
War of 1812, Its History and Bicentennial
Commemorations. White uses the book to
explain the issues that led up to the War
– the political tensions, events and the

key players – and then guides the reader
through the highlights of both the land
campaigns and sea battles, answering the
questions: “What really happened?” and
“Why does it matter?” But the book also
serves as a guide to upcoming bicentennial
celebrations across the country – exhibits,
parades, reenactments, concerts, air shows,
naval events, fireworks and more. Key port
cities from New Orleans to Boston and
the Great Lakes will host OpSail 2012 and
its spectacular parade of international tall
ships, Fleet Weeks, and other U.S. Navy
commemorative events. Clearly, working
with William H. White with his command
of this period of American history will bring
much to our website and make it all the
more relevant and dynamic.

“PRIVATEER RATTLESNAKE”
Watercolor by Richard C. Moore

So, if you are willing to create
something new or if you have something
already done (scrimshaw as well as
paintings), please e-mail Charlie Robinson
(crasrob@aol.com) and he will send you
both spreadsheets so you can see the wide
range of choices. Remember, there is a long
time horizon here so you could do a work
anytime over the next three years. And if
you have any suggestions about “sister
institutions” that might be interested in
joining us or if you would like to lend a
hand in this effort, please contact Charlie,
Patrick O’Brien (obrienstudio@comcast.
net) or Mike Killelea (art@killeleart.com).
But the sooner, the better – both for the
exposure of your art and for the early
success of the web site.
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The Fellows
Corner
Insights and
Inspirations from
ASMA’s top artists

This photo shows the two moveable steel armatures, the
plywood where the flat steel is bolted on, with the foam
layers glued to the board, shaved away, and ready for the
clay-up process.

Although the ASMA Membership is
predominantly comprised of painters
and graphic artists, we are fortunate
to have in our midst a smaller group of
hugely talented sculptors who specialize
in forming metal, wood or stone into
lifelike depictions of marine life. It strikes
me, as a two-dimensional artist, how
much more difficult it must be to work in
three-dimensions, and I truly admire the
skill required to execute convincingly a
dynamic composition of leaping, twisting
fish or diving sea birds. And no one is
better at it -- or more widely admired
-- than Fellow Kim Shaklee, who in this
article takes us through the fascinating
process of enlarging a smaller sculpture
to public-park size.
Russ Kramer - President

KIM SHAKLEE

Techniques for enlarging a sculpture
This is the finished clay just prior to beginning
the mold process.

Many years ago, I did an article for
the ASMA explaining the basics of the lost
wax casting process for bronze sculpture.
This article is to give our members a
brief understanding of how a sculptor
goes about the enlargement process for a
garden size or monumental bronze.
In most cases, a sculptor makes what
is known as a maquette, a fully finished,
detailed sculpture that will be produced
in a larger version. Measurements are
taken from the small sculpture and scaled
up. So if a maquette is 24”H x 16”W x
20”L and it is to be three times larger –
the finished enlargement would be 6’H x
4’W x 5’L.

The clay has been sectioned off with sheet
aluminum shims being placed into the clay
on the top and bottom side of each Turtle
and the wave base.
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With today’s technology, one
may choose to use a foundry or an
independent artisan who specializes in
the enlargement process to complete the
scale-up process. It is possible to do a

computer generated, 3D digital scanned
copy of an original sculpture in a special
Styrofoam where a CNC milling machine
is used, making the piece nearly identical
with only miniscule loss of detail. More
and more artists are choosing this process.
There can be some drawbacks, most
works are rarely perfectly to scale and
proportional corrections are more limited
with this method. In the end, each artist
must decide which system best suits their
needs.
I enjoy doing the majority of my
own enlargements and have used
several different methods.
Most
frequently, I have a 3D Pantograph/Tracer
enlargement done in high density foam.
This process traces the sculpture, using
precision measurements at a variety of
points, records the data into a special
computer program that transfers the data
and actually re-traces the results into
incremental sections.
These are then
copied onto foam sheets that will be
cut out of high density foam core board
in layers and glued together to make a
model. This method is a good compromise
over using a complete 3D digital replica
because it allows more freedom to make
changes to my enlargement and minimize
imperfections. As a general rule, it is best
not to enlarge a piece much more than
three times its original scale.
During the process of tracing the
sculpture on the Pantograph, reference
points are made to assist in assemblage
of the foam sections. Usually, one-half
inch holes are made in the foam at the
alignment marks and wooden dowels are
inserted and glued in to keep all of the
pieces in place. Many sculptures will
require an armature inside to support
the weight of clay and the application
of plaster for the molding process. The
foam may be cut away to allow for the
armature.
For the scale-up of the Turtles,
my husband designed two separate
armatures out of steel. These could be
raised or lowered as well as swiveled
to the right or left. This greatly assisted
in regulating a comfortable height
for sculpting each turtle in clay and
allowed for fitting them together for final

finishing. Measurements were taken for
the angulations of the turtles shells. A
heavy flat bar of steel was welded onto
each steel pipe and an oval shaped piece
of three quarter inch plywood was bolted
onto the bar as the center section for each
turtles shell, providing a stable surface to
glue the foam sheets to. The wave portion
of the sculpture was glued and sculpted
separately, then place in position under
the turtles near completion, sculpting the
lower turtle’s foot directly into the wave.
Additional considerations were made
for internal structural integrity. Many
areas require public sculptures to meet
specific guidelines for seismic loads or
hurricane force winds. An Engineer was
consulted to determine what alterations
were needed for this bronze to withstand
a sustained wind load of 155 mph (a level
4 Hurricane).
I use a Surform tool to sculpt the
graduated, foam layers which is like a
cross between a large file and a cheese
grater. It makes quick work of the foam
and surprisingly, a great deal of detail can
be achieved with this tool. The idea is to
shave away the outer edges of the foam to
achieve a smooth contour. The maquette,
armatures, plywood and shaved foam can
be clearly seen in my photo.
Measurements are checked with
calipers throughout the process to assure
the sculpture is within a close range
of accuracy dimensionally. The foam
should be slightly smaller than three
times to allow for a thin layer of clay to
be added. I use hard J-MAC Classic Clay,
which captures good detail and may be
finished to a glassy smooth.
I heat my clay in a microwave
to assist with application and use a
spackling knife to apply the clay to the
foam – usually one quarter inch thick
in most areas. Once all of the clay has
been applied, sculpted and smoothed,
I use lighter fluid and Scotch Brite pads
in a fine grit to scrub out the rough areas
of the clay, going back over the surface
with natural bristle brushes, working out
imperfections. Ice can also be used to
assisting in smoothing by gliding it across
the surface to help tighten and harden the
clay.
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Before starting the mold, many things
must be considered, such as how and
where to accommodate for installation of
an internal steel structure and how each
piece of the sculpture can be de-molded.
The sculpture will be divided into
sections, using thin metal shims to create
a parting line. Pieces of sheet aluminum
are cut and carefully pushed through
the clay into the foam, overlapping each
other so the liquid mold material will not
leak between the aluminum sheeting.
After the shims have been placed for
molding, the first batch of mold material
is measured and mixed. A thin coat of
a liquid silicon/rubber is applied with a
brush, using care to keep bubbles from
forming during application. The rubbery
material is allowed to dry between coats.
This procedure is repeated for a second
coat. An extra batch of the rubber/silicon
mixture is poured into a large cookie sheet
and allowed to set up. Once the rubber
has hardened, it is cut into one-half inch
strips ranging from two to twelve inches in
length. These strips are known as “keys”
and will be used to help “lock” the rubber
into position with an outer plaster jacket
which will be made for each section of
the mold. The keys are placed on top of
the second coat of rubber and attached
with large headed straight pins carefully
pushed through the edge of the key into
the rubber and clay beneath it. A third
coat of mold mixture is applied, coating
over the pins holding the keys. Once
dried, the pins are removed and a final
coat of mold mixture applied, filling the
pin holes and securing the keys as part of
the finished mold.
A plaster jacket is made for each
section of the mold by mixing plaster
that is reinforced with hemp, smoothing
the outer surface of each segment so
little to no hemp is visible. This plaster
is often referred to as the “mother mold”.
Molybolts can be inserted into the plaster
sections along the edge, making it possible
to bolt two sections of a mold together
to assist in pouring the wax replica from
the mold. You can see the bolts along
the edge of the plaster in my photograph
showing the plaster application. Excess
plaster is scraped away from the edge
Continued on Page 18

Three coats of the silicon/rubber mold mixture have
been applied to the clay. The strips you see are known
as “keys” that lock into the outer plaster jacket, helping
to hold the rubber mold in place.

Plaster has been applied over the rubber mold in two
sections. The Molybolts through the outer edge of
the plaster will be used hold the mold together when
pouring a section of the wax.

Here are two sections of the silicon bronze Turtle
casting. The metal has been welded, chased, and is
ready to be assembled.
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Fellow’s Corner - Continued from Page 17

of the parting lines before it becomes
too hard to remove. When the plaster
is clean and completed, it is time to cut
the rubber sections away from the clay.
The rubber is cut along the shim stock
with an X-ACTO knife, using a zigzag
pattern to help the rubber to “seat itself”
and keep the mold line to a minimum.
Each section is carefully laid into its
appropriate plaster jacket securely. This
is where the keys come into play – as they
literally assist in “locking the rubber into
place” in the plaster that was formed and
smoothed around them. Each portion is
set aside and allowed to cure for a couple
of days.

necessary to seal the crack.
The shell is later re-heated and molten
bronze is poured into each section and
cooled. The ceramic material is broken
away with air hammers, drills, and tools
to reveal the raw casting. Each casting
will be metal chased with pneumatic air
tools and welded to repair imperfections.
Piece by piece, the sculpture is welded
together, incorporating the internal steel
structure as the sculpture dictates. When
the bronze is completed, it is cleaned
and prepared for the patination process
(coloration of the bronze). This is done
by heating the bronze with a torch and
applying chemicals in a liquid form
(primarily nitrates) to the heated surface.
The chemicals physically etch the surface
of the bronze. After application, the
bronze may be coated with a special
marine lacquer and/or paste wax to
protect the surface and assist in preserving
the coloration of the sculpture.

ASMA

15th
National
Exhibition

2011-2013

is our most ambitious National ever
and will be seen by tens of thousands
from the Atlantic coast, the Midwest,
the Gulf Coast, inland Texas and the
Pacific Coast and then by millions on
our web site.

The Exhibition Schedule is:
Cornell Museum of Art
and American Culture
Delray Beach, Florida
October 27, 2011 – January 2, 2012
www.oldschool.org
Mobile Museum of Art
Mobile, Alabama
January 19, 2012– April 8, 2012 www.
mobilemuseumofart.com
Art Museum of Southeast Texas
Beaumont, Texas
April 21 – June 17, 2012
www.amset.org

The bottom Turtle has been assembled onto the
wave base, while incorporating four stainless steel
rods that run through the entire sculpture. The
stainless is welded in multiple places throughout the
assemblage process for strength.

Wax is then poured or painted into
each section of the mold and re-worked
to repair all of the imperfections. The
finished waxes are taken to the foundry
for the shelling and pouring process.
Wax bars are attached to each wax
mold section to assist in distributing the
molten metal. Often bars can be added
for structural strength, for example where
the turtles shells are cut in half, a bar is
attached to the inside center of the wax
to keep it from collapsing or distorting
in shape. This will make fit-up for
assembling much easier.
Each wax goes through the shell
process, being repeatedly coated in a
ceramic slurry mixture, carefully drying
between each coat, building a strong,
multi layer shell over the wax. The shell
is then fired; the wax melts out, leaving
a void in the fired ceramic shell. The
shell is checked for cracks, patched if
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Art Museum of South Texas
Corpus Christi, TX
June 30 – August 25, 2012
www.stia.org
Museum of the Southwest
Midland, Texas
September 4 – December 7, 2012
www.museumsw.org
Once assembled and pristinely finished, the metal
is heated with a torch and chemicals are applied to
create a beautiful, colorful surface, then sealed with a
marine lacquer. This is the finished bronze sculpture
“Homeward Bound”.

Kim Shaklee is a
Fellow and current
Vice President of the
Society.
She resides in Brighton,
Colorado.

The Haggin Museum
Stockton, CA
December 20, 2012 – March 3, 2013
www.hagginmuseum.org
Coos Art Museum
Coos Bay, OR
March 22 – May 18, 2013 www.
coosart.org
Minnesota Marine Art Museum
Winona, MN
June 4 – July 28, 2013 www.
minnesotamarineart.org
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The 15th National Exhibition: 2011-2013 (Continued)
A Preview -Coos Art Museum, Coos Bay, Oregon

has taken the museum from strength to
Eighteen years ago the Coos Art
the Museum had in place before this
strength – the ASMA co-hosting being but
Museum hosted its first Annual Maritime
co-hosting arrangement began, this
one example. (Steven first met the Society
Exhibit, an event created in large part
is the only official ASMA Regional
while working at the Frye Museum in
by two ASMA Signature Members,
Exhibition that welcomes non-ASMA
Seattle when it became the first fine art
Dutch Mostert and Don
members to participate,
museum to host one of our Nationals, the
McMichael.
Dutch
an arrangement which
11th in 1997.) Other examples include
recalls, “Our exhibit, as
has its attractions since
the annual Expressions West exhibit of
a concept, had a very
it gives artists outside
art by painters from thirteen western
inauspicious beginning
the Society a chance to
states, Vision, a successful competition
back in ‘93, when we
learn about it and join if
for high school students from the region,
- as two local marine
interested.
exhibitions featuring Pacific Northwest
artists - approached our
This
year
the
artists, and exhibits featuring children’s
local art museum in Coos
Maritime Exhibit ran from
artwork. In all they host between twelve
Bay regarding the start
July 30 to October 1 and
and twenty-four exhibitions annually that
of an annual, first class,
hung 66 works. Each
attract approximately 10,000 visitors.
regional maritime art
Exhibit
has
a
Featured
exhibit. The idea was to
Coos Art Museum is located in the
Artist and this year it
ultimately have it be the
greater
Bay Area, which is made up of the
was, appropriately, Don
premier annual maritime
cities
of
Coos Bay and North Bend and
McMichael. This ASMA
art exhibit on the West
adjacent
unincorporated communities,
Signature Member is
Coast. To give the exhibit
with a population of approximately
Coos Art Museum, Coos Bay, Oregon
known
throughout
the
more credibility, it was
35,000. However, the Museum serves a
United States and abroad
decided
a
nationally
much larger region that includes nearly
for
his
paintings
of
whales
and
other
prominent marine artist would be
half of the southern length of the Oregon
marine mammals and has received
featured in person. A very short list was
Coast and several inland communities in
awards from the Audubon Society and
compiled, and, starting at the top, the
Coos County, coastal Douglas County to
Mystic Seaport’s International Exhibitions.
artists would be approached. Imagine
the north, and Curry County to the south
In addition, three artists in the Exhibit
the great surprise when the number one
- a region known as
received
awards,
choice, internationally famous, ASMA
the South Coast. The
the Director’s Award
Fellow John Stobart, agreed - at his own
Museum is housed
going to ASMA
expense - to come out to the West Coast
in a stately former
Signature Member
with three of his large paintings to help
post office building.
Steven Lush. Steven
start an almost twenty-year tradition at
brings first hand sea
the Coos Art Museum. It’s incredible what
The
Museum
experience
from
can happen when artists get together and
participated in the
years working on
wonder ‘What if . . .’”
First Annual ASMA
commercial vessels
Young Marine Artist
“It was only Don and I that first year.
to
his
painting
Search Competition
Merrie Holbert jumped in the next, and
that makes them
(YMAS)
in
the
several others a few years after that. Those
One of the Coos Art Museum many galleries
especially interesting.
Pacific
Northwest
first few years we relied solely on the
He serves the Society
by hanging the top
regional ASMA membership roster as far
as the Regional Representative for ASMA
five placeholders in the 18th Annual
as sending out prospectus.” Working with
North and he is also an active member of
Maritime Exhibit. The YMAS Competition
the Museum’s Director, they continued to
the ASMA Exhibition Committee, lining
has been spearheaded by ASMA member
be the driving force and made the exhibit
up new venues for a planned ASMA North
Dick Elam, assisted by Sue Symons,
more and more an important part of the
exhibit in 2012/13 as well as for the 16th
the Executive Director of the Pacific
Museum’s annual calendar. Eventually, as
National Exhibition in 2014 – 2015. And
Northwest Art School in Coupeville,
the ASMA Board recognized the growing
he is actively involved in the ASMA 1812
WA and ASMA Signature Member
significance of this juried exhibit, it
Bicentennial web site project.
Austin Dwyer. The ASMA 15th National
accepted an offer to co-host it. This led
will arrive at the Coos Art Museum, the
Under the leadership of an active
to greater participation from ASMA
seventh venue to host the show, a year
and engaged board and armed with a five
members across the country and overseas
and half from now – running from March
year Strategic Plan developed with the
making the Annual Maritime Exhibit
22 to May 18, 2013.
support of the Ford Family Foundation,
even more recognized and successful.
Steven J. Broocks, the Executive Director,
Honoring the established procedures
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THE GREAT STORM OF NOVEMBER 1966:
The story behind a painting. Jon L. Olson
Leaving Manitowoc

We arrived at the ferry docks in Manitowoc, Wisconsin about
midday on Sunday, November 27, 1966, the last day of Thanksgiving
weekend. My wife Natalie and I had spent a wonderful Thanksgiving
with my folks at our family cottage on Little Sturgeon Bay (in Door
County, the “thumb” of Wisconsin) where I had spent all the summers
of my childhood doing what kids do: fishing, swimming, boating and
hanging out with my family. Nat and I were now living in Lansing,
Michigan, where I was in graduate school at MSU and Nat was
teaching at Everett High School (to be made famous later as the high
school of Magic Johnson). We had made the trip on the C & O car ferry,
City of Midland, from Ludington to Manitowoc a few times already,
as the Lake Michigan crossing saved us many miles and much time
compared to driving either via Chicago or over the Mackinac bridge.
Besides we both really enjoyed sailing on the City of Midland and the
chance to be on Lake Michigan for a mini-cruise.
When we boarded at noon, the weather was breezy and cloudy,
but not particularly threatening. There was a delay (probably because
of a storm forecast) so that we didn’t leave the dock until about two in
the afternoon. The lake was choppy, but not anything worse than I’d
seen with the usual “northeasters”. We were on a 400’ foot car ferry;
how bad could it get?

The Gale

As soon as we left the lee of the Wisconsin shore, the pitching and
rolling increased dramatically. At first the passengers in the lounge
were amused by the little kids as they struggled to maintain their
footing on the moving deck, and then collapse into each other in
giggling tangles of arms and legs. Soon, however, the adults began to
excuse themselves one by one to head to the heads. We were overtaken
by a dreaded seasickness epidemic, and Natalie was among the first!
By late afternoon, it was apparent to everyone that we were
in a serious storm. No one was allowed on deck, and through the
windows of the lounge we could see that the wind was whipping
off the crests of the gigantic, heaving seas, slamming the spray over
the Midland’s decks and superstructure. It seemed like the wind
was screaming through all parts of the ship even though we were
completely battened down. When I looked outside I was reminded of
an extreme Hollywood-style sea storm... but this was real!
A crew member came up from below to reassure us, and to tell us
that we had changed course from due east to northeast to avoid the
troughs so that there would be less pitching and rolling, but that it
would add a few hours to the trip as we now were heading almost
directly into the wind and waves.
By now the salon passengers were quiet, serious, and anxious; we
realized that we were in a serious November storm, the kind that has
become legendary in Great Lakes lore. I remembered my Grandfather
telling me about his experience in Duluth during the November
storm in 1905 when the steel freighter Mataafa broke apart in Duluth
harbor. He remembered hearing the screams of the crew members
who had sought shelter in the ventilators in the stern section, and
whose bodies were chipped from the ice days later when recovery
parties could make it through the surf and seas.
As the Midland ploughed into the storm, I braced myself in an
exit companionway and watched as the seas pass by. I recall that the
car ferry was about 400’ long and that the troughs were substantially
longer. I could see crests beyond both the bow and stern, and they
raked over the decks as we passed through them. Natalie, not one
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usually prone to seasickness, was sitting braced in the companionway.
We knew enough about riding out bad weather to choose a spot
amidships to lessen the motion, but the entire ship seemed to be
riding the elevator of the angry lake.
Sometime toward midnight a crew member again came around
advising us that we were approaching the Michigan shore, that we
would be turning right to run down the coast with the wind, but that
we should be prepared for some severe rolling as the Midland would
again be subjected to being momentarily caught in the troughs. As
the ship came around the rolling did indeed become very significant;
there was a din of clattering and groaning as all parts of the ship
complained under the strain. And now with each roll there came a
pronounced clanging sound from the deck below where the train cars
and automobiles were carried. We found out later from an obviously
shaken crew member that some of the train car tie-downs had broken
and some cars were literally rocking back and forth on their tracks.
Those massive cars were potentially loose cannons that could severely
damage the ship. The crew member said he had never experienced
anything like that, and that we were extremely lucky to have made
the turn without incident.
After completing the turn, things did get much better. With the
wind at our stern and in the partial lee of the shore we more easily
made our way south down the coast for an hour or so. Passengers
began to feel as though the ordeal might well be over.

Aground

Sometime after midnight the Midland’s motion stopped and we
assumed that we had made it safely to Ludington. Because of the
darkness and swirling snow, we couldn’t tell if we berthed or not.
The harrowing trip had taken over 10 hours instead of the usual 4,
and we were ready to get off. We were all lined up at the exit when
the purser came into the lounge. “Get your keys. We’re going to be
here awhile.” Natalie, very eager to disembark responded: “You’re
kidding.... right?” We couldn’t believe he wasn’t.
The captain had intentionally run us aground on a sand bar north
of the harbor rather than risk possible damage getting into the harbor
entrance channel and approaching the dock in such strong winds. I
remembered that the Mataafa had broken apart in Duluth after the
captain had tried to seek the protection of the harbor and had collided
with the breakwater.
The staterooms were small but comfy: two bunks, a sink and a
lavatory. There were enough rooms for most of the passengers,
but a few of the single guys had to make due on the couches in the
lounges. I don’t think anyone slept very well that first night. Many
were recovering from their seasickness, and the wind continued to
scream around the ship. In order to stabilize the Midland, a stern
anchor had been let out as we approached the sandbar. As the wind
pressed against the port side of the ship, the anchor cable tightened
and vibrated throughout the ship like a giant twanging stringed
instrument. Sometime in the early morning darkness, there was
a horrendous bang that reverberated through the ship as the cable
parted and slammed back against the Midland’s hull. The people
lucky enough to have been asleep until then probably didn’t sleep
much again that night. In addition, the Midland was also resting at
about a three degree list, so that it also felt like we could roll at any
moment!
After that very stressful Sunday, Monday morning (November
28th) saw the beginning of three pretty boring days. Although the

wind was still fierce, we were safely stuck on the sand bar; the ship
was perfectly stable, aside from the slight starboard list, and only 500
yards from shore. The passengers pitched in with the galley crew to
serve breakfast to everybody, and all helped out for the next three
days, mostly out of the need to have something to do. Folks chatted in
the lounge, dozed in their staterooms, read their books and generally
“hung out”. One fellow tried to make conversation with another guy
who was one of the unfortunates who had to sleep in the lounge,
and who was wearing his only clothes: a deer hunting outfit with
verystriking yellow pants. With several days growth of beard, sleep
deprivation and declining patience, he responded to the question,
“You’ve been hunting, I see”, with, ”No...I always go traveling in
yellow pants!” By Monday night, everyone had gone through the
entire collection in the Hallmark card saleman’s inventory. Nat and I
fashioned a deck of cards from some scrap paper and managed a few
games of gin rummy. It would be decades before the era of cellphones,
so when told we could each have one message that we could relay to
family or workplaces we all lined up to provide the ship’s officer with
our messages and requests.
By Tuesday we were running low on supplies, so a Coast Guard
tender came alongside on the lee side to rig a line and transfer some
staples: bread, milk, hamburger, etc. There was little wind by now on
the lee side, so the passengers lined the rails and shouted down their
own prioritized requests: “Booze!.... bring Booze! We’re out of beer!”.
All they got from the Coasties was an encouraging thumbs up.

storm with loss of life. Those of us interested in things maritime....
such as you who are reading this article.... can get some idea of the
fury of the lakes from firsthand accounts like this. But I will always be
in respectful awe of the lakes after experiencing the amazing power of
wind and waves. As Nat has said many times since, “I’ll never again
say ‘calm as a lake’”. We also gained great respect and appreciation of
the skills, knowledge and courage of those who make their living in
these frail vessels on these amazingly beautiful and incredibly brutal
waters.
For us, personally, apart from Nat’s seasickness, the only
unfortunate aspect of our adventure was that Nat had left Lansing
without her birth control pills, which led to a pretty uneventful
December that year!.

Post

script

After finishing graduate school in Michigan, Natalie and I moved
to California (her home state) where we both enjoyed successful
careers and close friends and family. Every few years we made it back
to the Sturgeon Bay area to visit my folks at the old cottage until they
retired to Florida. In addition to my academic position in California,
I returned to my love of painting, at least partly inspired by the
Saturday morning summer sessions in Jim and Phyllis Ingwerson’s
barn in Sister Bay in the 70’s. I became an Artist (now Signature)
Member of ASMA about 10 years ago, and have painted many Door
County and Great Lakes subjects, many of which have made it into
National and International exhibits. All of my pieces accepted into
the Mystic Seaport International exhibits have been of Great Lakes
John Purves to the Rescue
subjects.
Wednesday morning (November 30th) we awoke to a clear, cold
We came to Door County again in the summer of 2008 for my 50th
day and to the news that the weather had cleared enough for the tug
class
reunion in Green Bay and to visit my brother in Egg Harbor.
from Sturgeon Bay to cross over to pull us off. It would have to be a
As
we
approached the Sturgeon Bay bridge, there she was: the John
very powerful tug as we had been driven on to the sandbar for the past
Purves looking much as she did in that fall of ‘66. Over the years
three days. About dawn the tug came into view over the horizon. I was
we have recounted our tale of the Great Storm of ‘66 many times,
used to seeing the usual harbor and shipyard tugs around Green Bay
and I had often thought of
and Sturgeon Bay, so this tug looked gigantic...
perhaps painting a scene to
and with a bright red superstructure! One of
recapture the event. Here
the crew told us that she was the John Purves,
was my chance. I took
and was the most powerful tug on the Lakes.
a series of digital shots
Natalie (being in charge of the cheerleaders at
of the Purves and tried
Everett) led us in a “Give me a T! Give me a U!
to visually compose my
Give me a G...” The John Purves was a welcome
painting on site. Later, back
sight indeed.
in California, I dug out
By about 8am she had rigged a towline
my materials of C&O car
to our stern and began to pull.... and pull.
ferries and was fortunate
All day she worked to free us from the sand
to have some photos of
while the passengers lined the Midland’s
the City of Midland as she
rails to encourage the effort. The weather had
looked in the 60’s.
moderated enough so that people from the
I
completed
the
Ludington area lined the beach to watch the
painting
of
the
tow
as
City of Midland and John Purves - Jon Olson
show. And the Purves pulled and pulled.
accurately as my memory
At about dusk we broke free. The John
and the photos permitted; a clear blue sky, choppy lake, stiff breeze
Purves and the City of Midland exchanged long blasts on their
from the north, low sun in the southwest, etc.
whistles, and the people in their cars on the shore joined in the
A version of this article and a black and white copy of my painting
celebration with their horns. We moved easily to our safe berthing in
was published in the journal of the Door County Museum and
Ludington harbor, guided by the lines of car headlights of the local
Lighthouse Preservation Society (Mari-Times, Volume 17, Issue 2). The
people who had come to welcome us back.
full color view can be seen on my website (jonolsonart.com). They say
We disembarked into a gaggle of reporters, press photographers,
the best art comes from personal experience. In a sense this painting
welcoming families and well wishers. Nat and I escaped the dock area
is a “default” painting; I wanted to get the Purves and the City of
without delay... we just wanted to get back home to Lansing!
Midland in the same scene. A much more exciting painting would
be the City of Midland plowing through the gale, but I don’t think
Looking back we feel fortunate to have survived and to have
any viewer would really believe the extremes of wind and water even
experienced such a true and historic adventure. We found out later that
assuming that I could capture them properly. Maybe next week...
a ship on Lake Superior had broken apart and gone down in the same
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Christine’s Log Book - Continued from Page 5

private dune planted with pine trees and other hardy sea resistant
plants. We have to keep topping off the pines so the owners of
first floor condos maintain their view. Behind our private dune
is a large deck over a parking lot and then about thirty feet of
driveway. In other words, our dune is an ideal private area for
an up and coming (if misguided) young fox to raise his family –
nicely fenced off from errant humans even though really in close
proximity. However, our fox family’s invisible privacy under the
pines and shrubs on ground level is not so invisible from the floors
above. It was our community’s daily conversation, “Did you see
the foxes today?”
One day, just before sunset, Billy and I were walking on the
dune path and found we shared it with one of the fox youngsters
out exploring. He was a little frightened at our proximity and
quickly searched for a hole in the dune fence and safety. Once
back in his world, he sat on the high point of his dune and smiled.
He just vibrated with his satisfaction of safely completing his
adventure. Photographer that I am, I had my camera handy. I hope
Bob prints my photo.
Nearly everyone on the East Coast from North Carolina to
Canada can tell you exactly where they were when the Virginia
earthquake occurred. This is not a big thing for you veterans on
the West Coast, but millions of us experienced our very first that
day and it wasn’t a small shake. It felt as though it went on for
five or ten minutes although in reality, it was much less. My sister,
who lives in Virginia closer to the epicenter, remembers the noise
more than the shaking. She originally thought it was a jet plane
flying way too close to the ground. I was up in our 21st floor condo
and was first made aware by the swinging of our hanging lamps
and a mirror that kept moving. Our daughter was lying on the
beach in Ocean City and got a
real dose of the quake. Everyone
on the beach, who had no noise or
swinging things for comparison
except beach umbrellas were
completely astonished. There
was no panic anywhere in our
area as we weren’t sure what was
happening until it was over.
Hurricane Irene churns up the Maryland surf
It was the talk of the town until
shortly afterwards the weather
people started warning us about hurricane Irene. If you were not
here on the East Coast, I am sure you do not have a grasp on the
monumental evacuation that took place before Irene. Millions of
people from the Carolinas to New England were evacuated from
the coast and coastal flood plains in advance of Irene. It was done
so efficiently (Nothing went wrong.) that the news reporters
couldn’t do any spectacular “News Events” showing the horrible
situation. As it turned out, of course, the inland flooding was the
big story.
Ocean City, MD is the second largest city in Maryland next
to Baltimore in the summer. Hundreds of thousand people were
under mandatory evacuation orders. It was the first mandated
evacuation in the city’s modern history. The notices went up
in every building forty-eight hours in advance of the storm’s
expected arrival. The mandatory exit time frame went into effect
at midnight on Friday morning with orders to be out no later than
four o’clock on Friday afternoon. There are only four exit routes
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from Ocean City. At midnight police blocked all entrances to the
city. Residents began to leave the city in a gradual way so that no
back-ups or traffic jams occurred. (This is not the case in regular
vacation weekends!) By four o’clock on Friday, the entire city was
closed up and empty except for three hundred people! Something
else happened that was remarkable. Most people going to Ocean
City and the “Eastern Shore” must cross the Chesapeake Bay on
Route 50 from the Western Shore. Going around via Baltimore
and Dover, DE adds miles to the trip. Those staying in nearby
Rehoboth Beach, DE join Route 50 from Route 404 just above the
Bridge adding more cars to the traffic. Nearly all of the evacuees
had to cross the Bay Bridge to get back home. (Ocean City is two
hours to the Bridge and three to Baltimore.) Monumental traffic
jams are not unknown when large numbers of cars are crossing
the Bridge or when there is an accident. Well, all of the low lying
coastal areas east of the bridge and those in Kent Island at the
base of the Bridge were also under mandatory evacuation orders.
The numbers are staggering! What our planners did was set the
evacuation order for Ocean City forty-eight hours in advance of
the storm and then twenty-four hours for the lower Eastern Shore.
Traffic was about the same as on a holiday weekend!
One of our daughters lives in a flood plain just east of Kent
Island. She and her family, including two cats and a duck had to
evacuate also. We had a full house of both people and animals.
The duck? Those of you who have sons and grandsons will
understand. Our grandson was at a 4H Club event in late Fall last
year where they were asking if anyone could raise a late arriving
group of motherless baby ducks. Winnie is now a full grown
Mallard domestic duck. She is called a Roan because they are not
capable of flying as much as the wild ones. Is anyone out there
looking to acquire a charming duck?
We missed most of Irene’s waves but got an eyeful the next
week from hurricane Katia who traveled just off the coast. I love
wild waves! Add those Oregon monoliths and cliffs and it is my
sort of heaven. First, I grab the cameras and then the paint and
palette knife.
The 18th Annual Coos Art Museum Maritime Exhibition was
a success as usual. The judges ASMA artists Alan Ryall, Jon
Olson and Paul Mullally selected 68 works by 41 artists out of
213 submissions. Those talented artists were listed in the Summer
News and Journal. Steve Lush’s watercolor “Early Ice” was
awarded the Director’s Award. Steve is our ASMA North Area
Representative from N. Andover, MA. Non-ASMA artists Jerry
Mitchell from Wallace, ID and William Seldon from Coos Bay,
OR also won awards. Jerry was awarded the Port of Coos Bay
award and Bill’s oil painting was Best of Show. The exhibition is
on www.coosart.org. Harold
W. Johnson, SeaTac, WA, was
awarded the “People’s Choice
Award” for his beautiful
painting, “My Friends at
the Dock”. Don McMichael
was the featured artist in the
Perkins Gallery. The Paint
Out and dinner with a Silent
Auction on Saturday, July
“My Friends at the Dock” - Harold W. Johnson
30th were attended by artists
Scott Berger, Austin Dwyer,

To say Mike prefers to paint plein-air is an understatement.
Kevin Farrell, Capt. Greg Freedman, Frank Gaffney, Curt Hitch,
Mike has painted his watercolors throughout Europe, Asia, South
Michael Jurczak, Carol Kumpula-Clark, Jean Kyle, Jack Larsen,
America and the South Pacific. He drove from his former home
Dutch Mostert, Judy Waller, Kim Wurster, Jim Davenport,
on Long Island, NY one summer all across the United States to
whose generous wife, Archie, helped compile this report, Charles
California. His paintings tell tales of the locations he visits so he
Edmunds of Charleston, Jon Olson and Alan Ryall. There were
has written stories to accompany them adding depth to their rich
as usual the extra opportunities for camaraderie at the Coos Bay’s
portrayal of the various cultures and locations. His wife, Cathy, has
Mexican restaurant on Friday and breakfast at the Mill Casino.
shared in his adventures over the many years of their marriage.
The Coos Bay weekend is the West Coast equivalent of our Annual
General Meeting without the official business included. However,
Most of you who have never met Mike personally have become
with both ASMA West Area Representatives Dutch Mostert, who
acquainted with Mike Killelea’s name as long time Regional
Representative for what is now ASMA East with Don Norris. The
is our CAM liaison, and Alan Ryall present among the members
Region extends from Virginia and West Virginia to New York.
as well as Austin Dwyer, real ideas and feed back are part of the
He coordinated 3 ASMA Regional Exhibitions and supported
conversation as they are at the AGM. Jon Olson and Austin are
another. When he became Regional Chairman, overseeing all
Advisors to this vast region. Both Alan and Austin are on the
of the Regional Exhibitions, he coordinated and updated the
ASMA Board of Directors.
organization of the Regions. He produced a guideline for Regional
Something exciting is planned for this year’s Annual General
Representatives to assist them in their duties. He also formalized
Meeting. We are going to use Skype to bring in all of the Board
a guideline of ASMA’s customary rules and procedures for Reps
members who cannot make it in person to Savannah. This is
to use when discussing and setting up new Regional exhibitions.
particularly significant for all of our members on the West Coast.
Charlie Robinson invited Mike to join the Exhibition Committee
Alan, Kim Shaklee, another one of ASMA West’s Advisors and
several years ago. As you know our Exhibition Committee works
also a Board member, and I had a three way conversation via
tirelessly seeking new opportunities and reconnecting with
Skype yesterday. Austin and I have a “date” tomorrow. All of the
former exhibiting museums. Over the years, ASMA has developed
Board members are getting involved in this project so cross your
very strict guidelines of what is expected of both ASMA and the
fingers that we have no technical problems. When one uses Skype
exhibiting venue. The Committee does not just ask if a venue
on the computer, there is a direct connection via Web Cam and you
would like to have our marvelous art but goes into a depth of
can talk face to face.
agreements and legal contracts. Mike has explained much of this
Billy and I and Don and
when he wrote the Regional Reflections column for the ASMA
Vivian Norris were face to face
News & Journal. Mike ushered in our use of digital submissions
with Lester Jay Stone at his 100th
starting with Regional exhibitions.
birthday party in June. Lester is
With Don Norris, Mike served on the original Education
amazing! We tried to share with
Committee seeking to bring ASMA’s marine historical and artistic
you how remarkable this ASMA
message to young artists. Today it is known as the Young Marine
artist and Navy Officer is in the
Artists Search (YMAS) which Dick Elam, along with Austin
last ASMA News & Journal. All of
Dwyer, has revitalized in the Pacific Northwest. Hui Lai Chong
Lester’s friends and family were
and Lisa Egeli are organizing in the East. He has written several
A great crowd for Lester Stone’s 100th birthday
present to help him celebrate. As
articles for the ASMA News & Journal – sometimes about his
usual when around Lester, things
work, travels or technical issues. He has created surveys for the
were organized. Everyone had an opportunity to sit and talk to
members on ASMA News & Journal readership, “Do You Donate
Lester individually and he knew us all. It was lovely to visit with
Art?” and for former ASMA members for their feedback. Mike has
Lester’s daughters Marge, Judy and Suzie again. We had so many
been on the Board for years even before we converted to three year
memories of attending the ASMA AGMs together.
terms of office. He was elected as Secretary last year in Sarasota.
This edition, I have saved the best for last. As you know I love
Mike and I have worked together twice on the AGM Planning
to interview our members and get to know them better and share
Committee, for Santa Barbara and New Bedford. I can personally
tell you that Mike is a very organized person
them with you. Invariably, I learn something
and a great person to have on your team.
about them that I didn’t know even if I have
known and worked with them for years. I have
Before I mention more about Mike’s role in
known and worked with ASMA’s “Go To Man”,
ASMA over the years, it would be good for you
Mike Killelea, for I don’t even know how
to know that Mike is a graduate of SUNY (State
long. He has been an active (and I really mean
University of New York) Farmingdale and has
ACTIVE) member of ASMA for twenty years.
also attended Pratt Institute and the School
If one needs something special done within the
of Visual Arts. (A moment to remember – Bill
workings of ASMA, one goes to Mike. Most of
Ryan and Willard Bond exchanging memories
you who know Mike personally from attending
of their time and instructors at Pratt on the bus
to the Ringling Museum of Art in Sarasota).
ASMA Annual General Meetings remember
“On The Rocks” - W/C - Michael Killelea
Mike teaches watercolor painting in a number
mostly seeing him outdoors painting en plein
of locations. He lives in Elma, New York near Buffalo now but
aire in various locations in the city we happen to be visiting. He
lived many years on Long Island, NY. He is on the Board of
most likely led you out on a group paint out. He did the painting
demonstration for our group in New Bedford.
Continued on Page 25
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Regional
Reflections

AREA REPRESENTATIVES
Charley Morgan

charley@charleymorgan.com

by Mike Killelea
art@killeleart

Asma North

Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, New Hampshire, Ohio, Rhode Island,
Vermont, Wisconsin, Canada and International

Steve Lush

Charley Morgan

The Regional Reflections column has
temporarily fallen back into my hands in the
face of some health issues Charley Morgan
has bumped into. Hopefully his absence will
be short and he’ll be back soon. We wish him well.

ASMA West

This Region has seen plenty of member activities, not just painting
or showing their work, but occasionally getting together to share a
meal and their experiences.
The Debra Huse Gallery on Balboa Island hosted “Just Plein Fun,”
an annual show and sale, during August. Plein air painters, including
ASMA Signature Members Debra Huse and Greg LaRock, painted
scenes across the island and a show of those works was held on
August 8.
A major show of more than 100 paintings opened on October 15
in the 23rd Exhibition and Sale of the Plein Air Painters of America,
at the Haggin Museum in Stockton, CA. ASMA members among the
participants are Fellows Chris Blossom, Don Demers, West Fraser
and John Stobart; Signature Member Ned Mueller; and Members
John Budicin and Brian Stewart. The Exhibit, titled “The Allure
of Water,” opened with a weekend of special events including an
outdoor painting demonstration and sale. On October 6, as part of a
summer series of lectures, Signature Member and area rep Alan Ryall
gave a talk at the Haggin Museum on marine art in general and the
Society in particular.
The 18th Annual Maritime Exhibition opened at the Coos Art
Museum on July 30 and ran through October 1, 2011. The show is
covered in greater detail in Christine’s Logbook, elsewhere in this
issue of the ASMA News.

ASMA North

North area representative Steve Lush has been actively searching
for possible venues for Regional Exhibitions in new areas, some of
which ASMA has never approached before! He has industriously
corresponded with venues that have notable museum and gallery
spaces, like the Rhode Island School of Design, Mt. Holyoke College,
Currier Museum of Art, Worcester Art Museum, Peabody Essex
Museum, Cape Ann Museum, Hart Nautical Museum, Fogg Art
Museum, and the Addison Gallery of American Art. His efforts
have had some success but more importantly, he’s looking into all
possibilities. As we know only too well, these are challenging times in
the art business and venues are looking closer than ever at how they
might benefit from an ASMA Regional. The Kenosha Public Museum,
Kenosha, WI. wants to host a North Regional Exhibition sometime in
2012, and a other venues have also expressed interest.
The “Art of the Boat” exhibition was held at the Penobscot Marine
Museum in Searsport Maine from May 27th until October 23rd. ASMA
Continued on Page 25

stevelus49@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Lois Salmon Toole
lstoole@windstream.net

Asma East

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia

Lisa Egeli

lisa@lisaegeli.com                        
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Bob Averill

averillgallery@aol.com

Asma South

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Tennessee

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Puerto Rico, Texas,
and the US Virgin Islands

Val Sandell
valartist@aol.com

advisor to area representatives

Robert C. Semler
robert@rcsemlerart.com

Asma West

Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming
FPO and AE

Alan Ryall

alan@alanryall.com

Dutch Mostert

dutchmostert@netscape.net

advisors to area representatives

Kim Shaklee

kim@kimshaklee.com

Bob Dykes

robert.dykes@cox.net

Jon Olson

jonlolson@aol.com
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Phil Cusumano

philcusumano@ymail.com

Austin Dwyer

aadwyer@austindwyer.com

Adam Koltz

adamkoltz@sbcglobal.net

Grant Saylor
g.saylor@comcast.net
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North Region members including Nancy Barnes, Linda Norton and
Loretta Krupinski (as well as Steve Lush) had work in the exhibit.

Directors of the Niagara Arts and Cultural Center and is also a
US Navy veteran. He has worked most of his life in newspapers
as an art director and photo editor at Newsday on Long Island, the
NY Daily News and the Boston Herald American. He was later a
liaison between printers and design staff at Curran and Connors,
the nation’s largest designer and producer of annual reports.
With this background in mind, I can tell you some of the things
that Mike does and has done for ASMA that are little known among
the general membership. Over the years, Mike has designed our
ASMA stationary, the 8x10 promotional brochure and two ASMA
tri-fold flyers. All of these are our representatives out in the
wide world for recruiting and to museums interested in ASMA
exhibitions. Then of course, there are the websites. Giving our long
time and founding webmaster, Len Mizerek, much needed relief,
Mike started the original Web Committee. Len, you may recall,
also produced four of our beautiful National Exhibition catalogs
and is a consultant to the Committee on the newest one. Mike is
now our webmaster and designed the new ASMA website which
incorporated the four Regional websites which greatly expanded
member presence on the ASMA web. Mike has recently designed
the prototype for the ASMA 1812 website.
Mike’s work is in many private collections and has been
reproduced on book covers and posters, in print, magazines,
newspapers and on numerous greeting cards. He created two
books of paintings and prose celebrating Long Island’s rural
North Fork, “Wandering the North Fork” and “Seasons of the
North Fork”. There is a copy of the American Artists’ Watercolor
Magazine article on his China travel and paintings on his website
www.killeleart.com. His paintings have been exhibited widely in
museums, galleries and community art centers. Some museums
he has exhibited in are the Frye Art Museum in Seattle, WA, The
Cummer Art Museum in Jacksonville, FL, the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy at Kings Point Museum in Great Neck, NY and the Vero
Beach Art Museum in Vero Beach, FL. He has also exhibited at
the Riverfront Art Center in Wilmington, DE, the NY Mercantile
Exchange in New York City, NY. Two of his paintings exhibited
at the U.S. Capital Building in Washington, DC became part of
the US Navy Collection. Records of his work and Biography are
included in the Smithsonian Museum archives in Washington, DC
as are those of all ASMA artists interviewed by Charlie Robinson
in his Notes from Brush Hill for the past thirty years.
In closing I want to congratulate our Editor, Bob Semler, on
receiving the 2011 George Gray Award for Artistic Excellence for
his depiction of law enforcement training at Coast Guard Station
Cortez, Florida, in conjunction with the Coast Guard Art Program
(COGAP). Bob’s longtime friend, Vice Commandant of the Coast
Guard VADM Sally Brice-O’Hara was present at the Coast
Guard’s acceptance ceremony on July 9th at the Salmagundi Club
in New York City. It was COGAP’s 30th Anniversary so things
were especially festive. This is Bob’s second George Gray Award.
He has been a member for nearly all of COGAP’s existence. The
COGAP newsletter, the Easel, notes that the “2011 Collection
shows a range of Coast Guard activities: from responses to last
year’s earthquake in Haiti and the Deep-water Horizon oil spill
to living marine resources protection and national security. Some
of the ASMA artists juried into the 2011 COGAP Exhibition were
listed in this column in the Spring ASMA News & Journal.

ASMA South

Local area reps Anne Brodie Hill and Val Sandell have approached
many venues including the City of Baton Rouge. Their success has
been that the next ASMA Region South Exhibition will begin at the
Quinlan Visual Arts Center in Gainesville, GA, June 2013.

ASMA East

The Great Chesapeake Bay Schooner Race of 2011 was held
between October 13-15, and participating craft were in Baltimore
Harbor on the preceding Wednesday. Visitors and ASMA members
had a wonderful opportunity to see some beautiful boats with their
accompanying parade of sail, to do some plein air painting, and to
meet with other ASMA members.
The possibility of repeating the successful Regional exhibition at
the Buffalo Naval Park in 2012 appears to have disappeared after the
museum building developed plans to open a waterfront restaurant
on premises. That severely limited their display space. However,
there are still active plans for a War of 1812 bicentennial art exhibit
to be held in the Buffalo Historical Society building. This would be a
physical exhibit, as opposed to ASMA’s online exhibition tied to the
War of 1812.
News from the Foc’s’le - Continued from Page 5

Chong is represented by McBride Gallery (Annapolis, MD) and
South Street Art Gallery (Easton, MD).
Roger Allen, the former director of the Florida Maritime
Museum at Cortez, and the main speaker at our ASMA Annual
Meeting last year, resigned his position in the Florida sun and
moved to Buffalo, NY. While Roger has had a very active career in
other cities (including a stint at the Independence Seaport Museum
in Philadelphia), his new position may come with a snow shovel.
He is now the Director of the Buffalo Maritime Center, www.
buffalomaritimecenter.org, where he can indulge his passion for
wooden boat building with like minded individuals. The Center
continues to have many ongoing programs in boat building, and
recently donated a bateau they built last winter to the Great Falls,
Montana Louis and Clark Interpretive Center. Roger must be
smiling.
Next November and December, Signature Member Phil Steel
will again be teaching a five week watercolor class at the Vero
Beach Museum of Art, Vero Beach, FL. See their website for the
class schedule.
On January 20th, 2012, Phil will be having a one man show at
The Appleton Museum in Ocala, Florida. Along with the show he
will also be teaching a watercolor workshop.
February 7 through the 10th, 2012 he will be teaching a
watercolor workshop at The Von Liebig Art Center in Naples,
Florida.
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Savannah, GA - a few Photos from the Weekend...
Our Trolley prepares to depart for “The Lady & Sons” restaurant.
Photo: Robert Semler

The free ferry docked at the Marriott & took us to and from downtown River Street. Photo: R. Semler

Janny Wurtz surprised everyone when she brought her bagpipes and provided us with a Friday night concert. Don Maitz & Mike Karas look on.
Photo: Fern Karas
Is it Paula, or is it Memorex? Only Peter Maytham and the boys will tell!
Photo: Fern Karas

Friday night buffet at the Marriott. Peter is happy to “chow down”.
Photo: Fern Karas

President Russ Kramer starts the General Meeting at the Marriott.
Photo: Robert Semler

Sunday morning painting demo by Bill Davidson draws a nice crowd.
Photo: Anne Brodie Hill

Our Friday afternoon “Artists Roundtable”. Photo: Fern Karas

Coos Bay 18th Annual Marine Art Exhibition...
Signature
Member,
Dutch Mostert

GigHarbor - Jerry Mitchell
“Best of Show Award”
Life Goes On in Coos Bay - William Seldon
“Port of Coos Bay Award”
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Early Ice - Steve Lush, Signature Member
“Director’s Award”

Signature Member Jon Olson and Steven Broocks,
Executive Director, Coos Art Museum
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Opening October 27
Artist’s reception, Thursday, December 1, 6pm to 7:30pm
Cornell Museum of Art & American Culture, Delray beach, Florida

Cornell Museum of Art and American
Culture
Delray Beach, FL
October 27, 2011 - January 9, 2012
Mobile Museum of Art
Mobile, AL
January 19, 2012 - April 8, 2012
Art Museum of Southeast Texas
Beaumont, TX
April 21 - June 17, 2012
Art Museum of South Texas
Corpus Christi, TX
June 30 - August 25, 2012

ASMA

15th
National
Exhibition

2011-2013

Museum of the Southwest
Midland, TX
September 4 - December 7, 2012
The Haggin Museum,
Stockton, CA
December 20, 2012 - March 3, 2013
Coos Art Museum
Coos Bay, OR
March 22 - May 18, 2013
Minnesota Museum
of Marine Art
Winona, MN
June 4 - July 28, 2013

at the Cornell Museum of Art and American Culture, Delray Beach, Florida

Yearly
Membership
$38.00 USA
$50.00
Other Countries

Membership includes the quarterly Nautical Research Journal with articles by knowledgeable
writers featuring ship model building and research of all periods, merchant, naval and
maritime history.
Other member benefits include a Technical Assistance network, a Lending Library, an Annual
Conference, Symposiums and an extensive list of Resources and Links.

1-585-968-8111 • www.theNRG.org
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